WON DEBATE TUESDAY EVENING

GIRLS OF LOCAL SCHOOL DEFEAT DEBATERS FROM TUSCOLA HIGH.

Misses Jessie Lozier, Helen Layton and Marie Chamblin, representing the Arcola High School, defeated Misses Clara Moulden, Ruth Jeffers and Lulu Wyatt, of the Tuscola High, in the debate at the Presbyterian church last night. The judges were R. E. Poplett and E. L. Davis, of the Mattoon High School, and Miss Fleming of Hindsboro. The decision of the judges was two for Arcola while the third judge voted to call it a tie.

The subject of the debate was “Resolved that the Rapid Awakening of the Mongolian Race is Perilous to the Caucasian Supremacy of the World.”

The high school chorus furnished music and a good sized audience attended. The work of both sides was excellent but the Arcola girls easily excelled in the presentation of their argument.